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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Danilo Enrique Noreña Benítez has contributed to the dictionary with 35057 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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pelotero
It means baseball player in Colombia and throughout the Caribbean.  A person who plays with the ball.  Baseball player.

peloteros
Hot ball athletes.  Name given to baseball players.  It is also often called toleteros.  Players.  In some parts are people
reachingballs, who collect balls, especially in sports like tennis.  Person who sells balls.  In Colombia, some stecoleros
beetles are also called platoons.

pelotillear
Be fulfilled or flatter.  It means praise, flattery, compliment, flatter, flatter, praise, honor, lambisquear.

pelotitas
Small balls.  Diminutive and plural ball.  Peloticas.  Small spheres.  Ball.  Name of a very popular soup. 

pelotón
Set of cyclists advancing grouped.  Heap, group, set.  Grouped, joined. 

pelotudo
In Colombia it means bobo, gross, pendejo.  Idiot.  It is also used to say that he has the large testicle.

pelón
It means that he has no hair.  Bald, allopecic.  Which is hairdressed to the monkfish.  Nickname of famous Colombian
musician and composer named Pedro León Franco Rave.  He was nicknamed Pelón Santamaría.  Among his hits is the
song "Antioqueñita". 

peltre
It is a material which is used in vessels of all types, it is the product of an alloy of Tin, lead and zinc.  It is a malleable
and durable material.  It is very similar to brass and many times confused, although this has preferably alloy of copper
and zinc.

peluca
Artificial hair or hair.  Fake hair.  Bisoñé, toupee, cap, fake.

peluche
Plush doll.  Vulgar way of referring to a woman.

peludo
It means many hairs or very long hairs.  Hairy, hairy, downy, downy, hairy, shaggy.  In Colombia, a colloquial way it
means very difficult, complicated, tricky.  Also in Argentina and the Region of the Río de La Plata means gurre,
armadillo, Armadillo.

peludos o cachicamos



They are two of the common names in Colombia of a small mammal with shell or shell.  We also call it jerre jerre,
armadillo , gurre , tatú, tatoo or mulita.   Its scientific name is Dasypus novemcinctus, which belongs to the family
Dasypodidae.

peluqueado
In Colombia we say peluqueado or motilado, to refer to that recently they have cut off the hair.

peluquearse
In Colombia it is cutting the hair.  Motilar is.

pelusa
It means soft hair or hair.  Bozo, down, peel.  It also means dirt, dust, grime.  Nickname they had to Maradona in his
childhood.  In a colloquially jealousy, envy.

pelusero
Site or full of lint.  Hairy, pubescent.  It means also filthy, powdered, dirty.

pelúa
It is a colloquial form in Colombia say hairy, with long hair.  It also means difficult, complicated.

pelvimetria
It is the measurement of the bony pelvis that is done to pregnant women.  pelvic measurement. 

pemano
person who was part of a Celtic-Germanic people who settled in the Ardennes, Gaul Belgium.  The Pemans were known
for their megaliths.

pemol
In Veracruz, Mexico is a bun lozenge and that is prepared with cornmeal, lard, anise, eggs and brown sugar.  In
Colombia we say tambourines or panderitos.

pemón
It is the name of a Venezuelan indigenous people, settled in the Roraima region, in bolivar State, also in the area of
Esequivo, Guyana and northern Brazil (State of Roraima).  Name of the language spoken by these indigenous people
and which is of the Caribbean family. 

pena
Penalty or punishment imposed on a prisoner, so that you redeem your failure to society.  Blushing, pain, distress, grief,
sadness, sorrow, affliction, anxiety.

penacho
It means fringe of hairs, strands or feathers.  It can be synonymous with headdress, cimera, pom-pom, coupte, speck,
duster, airon.  It can also mean presumption, vanity, pride.



penado
It means you've been convicted of a crime or crime.  That purges a penalty or pays a sentence.  Guilty of a crime. 
Guilty, convicted, imprisoned, arrested, inmate, inmate, internal, inmate, captive.

penal
Relative to a sentence or conviction.  Concerning the punishment of crimes.  Branch of Law responsible for establishing
rules and punitive capacity.  It also means prison, prison, prison, penitentiery. 

penates
In Roman Mythology home gods, god lar. 

penca
In Colombia it is a way of calling a fleshy or succulent leaf.  Name given to each of the leaves of the maguey, pita or
agave or aloe vera plant.  A strip of leather used for whipping. 

pencas
It is a term used to describe leaves that are very meaty, like for example the of Aloe Vera ( Aloe vera ). Bunches of
bananas. Prickly pear cactus. In Costa Rica is synonymous with scratch, drunkenness, intoxication.

pencazo
In Colombia, it means very swipe, THUMP, totazo.

pencazo
In Colombia, it means very swipe, THUMP, totazo.

penco
Old, unbarized horse.  Spin, jamelgo, tacparo, matalón.

pendeciero
The correct term is pendent.  It means someone who likes to fight.  Camorrero, fight, movies.

pendejadas
Plural of shit.  It means nonsense, nonsense, nonsense, ridiculousness.  In Colombia they also mean things of low
value, low-cost gifts, details. 

pendejo
It is an adjective used in Colombia, especially in the center of the country.  It means sonso, silly, clumsy, dumb, dumb,
dumb, dumb, dumb, sleepy, slow.  They let you easily deceive or convince yourself.  Acting without reflection or with
little sanity.

pendenciero
In Colombia it means challenging fighter, bellicose, belligerent.



pendiente
Mean slope, skirt, incline, decline, costing, ramp.  Degree of inclination of a plane in math or engineering.  It also means
suspended, hanging.  Attentive, watchful and worried.  Arete, tendril.

pendículo
The correct term in Spanish is pedicle peduncle.  It comes from the Latin word pedunculum (or pediculus) which means
foot.  Etymologically pedicle or peduncle, which are synonymous, conform the prefix pes, pedis (foot) and and the suffix
ass, culus (small).  It is the holder, corner, Sprig, hook or twig, which joins the main stem a flower, fruit or leaf.  Pedicel.
On the other hand, in Portuguese, the word is pendiculo or pendente, used in architecture that is pending.   It is a
structural and constructive element which enables the support of the circular base of a dome on a square or polygonal
area.  They are usually triangular and curvilinear, elements formed between arches, forming the base of the drum.  The
results are domed structures or domes.

pendón
Cloth colors symbolizing a country or a region.  Pavilion, Ensign, banner, flag, logo, Pennant, badge.

pene
It is one of the common names given to the male sexual organ.  Male copulation organ.  Male urination organ.  It can
also be an inflection of punishing, which means suffering, suffering, anguishing, trouble, punishing, punishing. 

peneco
Peneco means student of the first courses in Peru. In Colombia we say primiparos.

penelope
Penelope is the name in latin Penelope.  It is a female name of Greek origin and means female Brown.  Spouse of
Ulysses.  Penelope (without accent) is the name of a genus of birds of the Cracidae family, known as Guans (Penelope
barbata, is the scientific name for the Bearded Guan).

peneques
Plural of peneque.  In Mexico is the name of a bunch of corn oval and elongated, cheese filling, topped with egg and
fried.

penetrante
It means that it penetrates, that enters, that enters.  It can have several meanings.  Referred to a pain can mean
stabbing, strong, intense, alive.  Referring to a sound means loud, loud, intense, deafening, it can also mean shrewd,
subtle, insightful, ironic, incisive, biting.  The most accepted synonyms are deep, deep, sharp, sharp, sharp, pointed,
cutting. 

penélope
It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means female Brown.  ombre female character in the Odyssey.  Spouse of
Ulysses.

penfla
In Guatemala means female sexual organ, vagina.  For extension and vulgar way, woman.



peni
It is the apocope of penitentiary, criminal, jail.  In Italian it is the plural of penis.

penibetica
penibética is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Penibética." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Penibética. It is the name of a cordillera Bética, the located to the South of all along the South coast of Andalusia from
Cadiz to Almeria.

penis captivus
It's a Latin locution meaning "trapped penis."  It is a rare or sporadic experience in which the penis may become trapped
in the vagina during a sexual act.

penitencia
It is the prayer or sacrifice that is imposed on the penitent to atone for his sins.  Name of one of the sacraments of the
Christian churches.  It consists of repenting of the sins committed, confessing them to a priest and with the intention of
not committing them again.  Sanction or punishment . 

penne
It is a type or variety of Italian dry pasta.  They are usually pieces of cylinder cut into bias or diagonal, which can be
striated or not. 

penosas
It means very difficult, they cause grief, painful.  It can mean that they cause suffering, which require a lot of effort or
sacrifice. 

penquista
It is a way of calling people from Concepción in Chile.  It may refer to both the city and the Province.  It is because the
city and the region developed in the commune of Penco. 

pensante
It means that he thinks, intelligent.  Who thinks reasonably, who thinks, who reasons. 

penseque
It is a popular expression used to indicate an oversight or mistake.  Negligence, error, carelessness, mistake. 

pension
The correct term is pension, with tilde.  It means monthly, it may well be the one paid in a school by a student, or the
allowance that is paid to the retired older adult.  In Colombia pension, it also means worry, restlessness, restlessness,
distress, disturbance, mortification and can also mean lodging, hostel, hostel. 

pensional
It means relative to the pension. 

pentacampeon



joinning is incorrectly written and should be written as 40 Joinning; with tilde ).  being its meaning: the correct term is
downed ( with tilde ).  It means that it has been five times champion.

pentafonica
The correct term is pentaphonic, always with tilde.  It means it has five sounds or belt tones.  It is a term used in music. 
It's also called a pentaphon.

pentaños
It can be considered plural of pentaño, i.e. a five-year cycle, which is also called five-year or lustro.  Five-year-backs,
lustros.  Pentaño and Pentaños are also surnames in Central America.

pentateuco
Name given to the first five Books of the Holy Bible and which have been attributed to Moses.  It is the basis and
regulation of Jewish life.  The word as such means "5 scrolls".  It is made up of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Number and
Deuteronomy.  For Jews it corresponds to the Torah, while for Christians it is only a part of the Old Testament. 

pentatónico
It means five sounds or tones in a row.  You can also use pentaphone or pentaphonic.

pentámeras
It means that it consists of five pieces or parts.  It is the name given to flowers that have five elements (petals, sepals,
etc.).  In Chemistry are the molecules formed by five monomers.  In Biochemistry are proteins that have five protein
subunits. 

pentápodo
It means five legs or feet. 

pentecostés
It is a religious holiday celebrated 50 days after Easter (7 weeks).  Jews celebrate the date of delivery of the Tablets of
the Law at Mount Sinai.  Christians celebrate the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the Holy Apostles.  . 

pentecónteras
Type of ship that according to Homer was used in the Trojan War.  Ancient Greek warship .  It consisted of 50 rowers,
helmsman and many other sailors.  He could also sail.  It was also called pentecontero . 

pentesilea
It was the name of one of the Queens of the Amazon, in Greek Mythology.  She was one of the Daughters of Ares and
Otrera (or Hiccups), sister of Hippolyta, Antiope and Melanipa.  Name of an asteroid . 

pento
It is a Greek prefix meaning five.  It means I regret, sorrow, affliction lament.  It is a word in Italian language which
means repent.  In the Plural, Penthus was the personification of wailing, sorrow and grief, in Greek mythology was the
son of Gea and ether.



pentosa
It's a 5-carbon monosacchaid.  5 carbon glycid.  It's a kind of sugar. 

peña
It can mean rock, big stone.  It can also mean mountain, mountain, abyss, cliff.  In Colombia it is also a pawn shop,
pawn shop, prendería or sale.  It is a surname of Spanish origin.  It can also be a group of fans, especially bullfighters. 
Bar, combo. 

peñarredonda
The correct term is Penarredonda.  It is the name of a bilingual school in La Coruna ( 41 Spain;.

peñas
Punishment is synonymous with rocks, stones, mountains devoid of vegetation. Penalties are also the bullfighting by
way of organized bar groups. Punishment is a group of relatives of last name penalty.

peñasco
In Colombia it means very large rock.  Risco, stone, rock, rock, rock, morro.  Abyss, Gorge.

peñoles
It is the name of a great Mexican mining company.  It is the first mining company in production of silver around the
world.  Peñoles is the name of a mountain in the State of Durango, Mexico, at boundaries with Coahuila and Chihuahua.
 Plural in penol (large stone).

peñonera
In Colombia he is the person from the municipality of El Peñón, in the Department of Cundinamarca.  Who lives or
relates to The Rock. 

peo
In Colombia, on the Atlantic Coast means mess, mess, get, rina, fight, scandal, problem.

peonia
In Colombia we tell Peony Garden plants that produce enough flowers of bright colors, colors red or embodied most. 
We also tell them Magnolias.  The family is Paeoniaceae.  He is told Peony to the Pionius, bucare, bucaro, ceibo,
cambulo, pisamo, cachimbo, or cachingo, which is the tree's scientific name Erytrhina poeppigiana, of the family
Fabaceae. We also tell Peony or pionia pussy tree, also called angelim pedra, Solitaire, tento, tento red or cairuru, the
scientific name is Ormosia coccinea is also from the family Fabaceae.  Both trees seem to have fruit pods and seeds are
a combination of red and black beans.

peonío
In Colombia it is one of the common names that receives a giant stilt bird.  We also know it as piio, soldier garzón,
jabirú, tuyuyu or American jabirú.  Its scientific name is Jabiru mycteria and belongs to the family Ciconiidae .

peonza
In Spain it is another way to call the trumpet.  Children's toy consisting of an oval or conical element with a metal tip and
that is rotated with a rope. 



peonza hormigonera
It is the same thing that in Colombia we call spin or concrete.

peónides
peonides is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Squashes" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
squashes.  It is a kind of fruit having seeds scattered on the fleshy part.  A classic example is the watermelon or
pumpkin.  The seeds are seeds.

pepa
It is a loving call to Josefa or hump.  Fruit or hard seed.  It is also the name of a musical wind instrument, made in
bamboo, used in the India.

pepa de guama
In Colombia there is the expression "to get fired as pepa of guamá" means leaving with great hurry, fast, hasty.  Pepa of
guamá, refers to the seed of the fruit of the guamá.

pepe
It's a familiar, apocopadded way to call Joseph.  He is also called Chepe.  In Colombia, famous bullfighter, well known
as Pepe Cáceres.  His full name was José Humberto Eslava Cáceres .  Nickname or beader with which is known an
excellent Brazilian defender, who has integrated the Portugal national team.  Its full name is Képler Laverán Lima
Ferreira .

pepear
In Colombia we use this term with two meanings.  One is to say colloquially that medications are being taken to recover
from a medical condition.  By extension is used to say that drugs ingested are consumed ( 41 seeds; The other meaning
is to denote that grains are reaping, or that are being shelled fruits that come in pods or cobs ( bean, pea, corn ).  In this
case, it is common in forest slang say that above all special interest tree seeds are accumulating to nurseries,
seedbeds, nurseries and then to reforest.

pepernia
pepernia is incorrectly written, and should be written as peppermint.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
peppermint.  It is one of the common names given to the plant's scientific name Minthostachys verticillata of the
Lamiaceae family.  Receives also the common names of mint peppermint and Peppermint '' i ( 41 Guarani;  It is used as
a flavoring of Mate or Terere.  Also taken in teas.

pepero
In Colombia it means person who consumes pepas or psychoactive drugs or stimulants (in tablets). 

pepesca
It is one of the common names of a small fish like sardines.  It is endemic to the State of Veracruz, in Mexico and usually
lives in lakes and lagoons of Central America.  .  Its scientific name is Bramocharax caballeroi and belongs to the family
Characidae.  The word is of Náhuatl (pepetzca) origin and means bright.

pepeto
In Venezuela, was the stage name of a comedian who died last December, and named Juan Ernesto López.  The name
of a typical stew of Chile.



pepextle
It is a term of Nahuatl origin.  It may be the name of a layer of chócolo leaves that are placed at the bottom of the pot
where the tamales are cooked.  It is also a mat, mattress or mat that is made with a vegetable fiber called ixtle.  Peyon
or mat that is placed wings beasts under the mount. 

pepiar
In Colombia it is a time of a crop of cereals or legumes, when it begins to throw away the first grains.  Produce seeds or
grains.  Fructify. 

pepillo
It is diminutive of Pepe and this in turn is José's apocope.  Toar of a Brazilian player who played in Santa Fe, in
Colombia.  Its full name was José Marín .  The name of a Mexican presenter, named Juan José Origel, who is also a
singer, actor and journalist.  In Cuba means young and well-dressed man.  Elegant. 

pepinero
Cucumber set.  Place where there are cucumbers or cucumber grower.  In Colombia colloquially you are told cucumber
to a goal in the sport of neighborhood football, therefore cucumber is a player who makes many goals (scorer). 

pepinos
Cucumber plural .  In Colombia is a name of 3 different edible fruit plants.  It is the Cucumis sativus, also known as
shoulder shoulder and is of the family Cucurbitaceae; There is also the Solanum muricatum of the solanaceae family, It
is also called mataserrano, sweet cucumber, melon cucumber.  Finally there is the Cyclanthera pedata, also
Cucurbitaceae and known as stew cucumber, caigua, qaywa, caihua.  There is also an equinoderm animal called sea
cucumber or holoturia.  In Spain it is the name of a municipality in the Province of Toledo.  In Colombia in a colloquial
way goal, scoring, goalscoring.

pepita
It is a diminutive of Pepa, which in turn is a familiar and colloquial way of calling a woman named Josefa (also tell hump
or Chepita).  Also means grain, seed, fruit hard.  Gold granule.

pepla
It possesses many physical and moral defects.  Useless, useless, incapable, inept.  That he has no skills.  That he
doesn't know how to do anything, that he can't do anything.  Annoying or annoying thing.  Ailment.  Engarnio . 

peplo
In Ancient Greece was the name of a loose dress or robe worn by women.

pepo
In Colombia it means smart. 

pepsi
It is a Greek word or root that means digestion, cooking (digesting, cooking).  Name of the second best-selling soda in
the world after Coca Cola.

peptidasa



It is also called protease.  It is an enzyme that breaks the peptide bonds of proteins, through hydrolysis. 

peptidoglucano
Peptidoglycan or Peptidoglycan ( PG ) It is the same as reticulum. The reticulum is the layer, mesh or screens that it
envelops the bacteria. It is the Heteropolimero that makes up the wall or cell envelope.

peque
In Colombia is the name of a municipality in the Department of Antioquia, near Ituango.  Inflection of the word sin.  It
means contravening, failing, err, transgress, corrupted.

pequeña
It is a qualifying adjective.  It means small stature or small size.  Smaller than normal or usual. 

pequeña porción de algo
It is a definition of pite or pinch.  It means small piece, small fraction bit.

pequeñez
That has the quality of small, trivial, mean irrelevant, insignificant thing without importance.  Triviality, insignificance,
trifle, parvedad, trifle, trifle, detail, exaggeration, childhood, Bicocca. meanness, baseness.

pequeñin
Diminutive of small.  Means small, child, baby, baby.  In Colombia is a brand of products for baby, being their commodity
diapers and wipes.

pequeñísimo
It means very small.  Superlative of small. 

pequot
It was one of the names of an Algonquian tribe of New England.  It means destroyer or invader.  Name of a city in
Minnesota (Pequot Lakes). 

per-
It is a prefix of Latin origin, meaning through or entirely.  That reinforces .  It is widely used in Chemistry (for example in
Peroxide). 

pera
It is the fruit of the pear tree or but.  The scientific name for the most common variety, of European origin is Pyrus
communis and belongs to the family Rosaceae.  The flowers are in corymbs.  The genus Pyrus has about 30 described
species. PEAR is also a glass vessel with a pump of rubber that newly paridas mothers use to express their breast milk. 
Cocksucker.

peraga
It is the name of one of the most prestigious stores in Italy in terms of gardening.



peralija
It is one of the common names of a tree and its fruits.  It is also known as peralejo, butter, maroon, changunga, tapal,
nanche, nancite, nanchi or yoco.  Its scientific name is Byrsonima crassifolia and belongs to the family Malpighiaceae.  It
is typical of Central and South America. 

peraltada
It means that it has supereal or a transverse curve to counteract centrifugal force. 

peralte
A cross-sectional slope given to a curve to compensate for centrifugal force and inertia. 

peramas
Perama is more suitable.  Perama or Peramas is the name of a city and a port in Greece.  It is close to Athens.  It is also
a surname of Spanish origin.  There is also the surname Peramás. 

perayre
It is synonymous with pelaire. In Valencian Language means manufacturer of cloths.

perca
Common name of teleost fishes of the family Percidae.  The name of a genus of freshwater fish in the family Percidae. 
Name of a town and a comune in the Province of Bolzano (region of Trentino-Alto Adige) Italy. 

percal
Fine woven cotton fabric.  Fabric that appears to be fine without actually being one.  The name of a song performed by
Bienvenido Granda and the Sonora Matancera.  It is also the name of a tango with lyrics by Homero Expósito, Domingo
Federico music and interpreted by Alberto Podestá, in one of the best-known versions.

percala
In Colombia it is a type of fine cotton and polyester fabric, woven to 50% each.  It refers more than the fabric, the type of
fabric.  The fabric has common use in clothing, clothing and linen.  High-use resistant fabric.  Calico.

percance
Name that receives an unexpected event that causes bad or harm.  Mishaps, damage, unforeseen, damage, accident.

percatate
The correct term is to pertain, always with tilde.  It's a turningpoint to notice.  It means learning, getting informed,
knowing.

percebes de cuello de cisne
Barnacles are filtering mollusks of the order Pedunculata. As these barnacles are developed in timber floating in the sea
are believed that they came from a tree; the English painter John Gerard in 1597, he painted the " the ducks 34 tree;
The similarity and the way Englishmen of the time believed that the mallards, geese, originating the barnacles of this
species, whose scientific name is Lepas anatifera. They live in the rocks.



percha
In Colombia in a colloquial way, a very elegant, dress dress used in very special events.  Fine clothes, costumes,
elegant clothing.  Costume.  It is also a clothesline, site where hangs the clothes, coat hook, coat hanger, hanger,
wardrobe.

perchero
In Colombia it is a piece of furniture to place clothes.  Set of hangers for hanging clothes or hats. 

percherón
It means originally from Perche in Normandy (France).  It is a class of horses of Burly (great high) origin and very strong.
 Very sturdy and sturdy shooting horse.  Horse very used by carabinieri.

percibible
It means that something is likely to be detected by any of our senses. We can perceive odors, flavors, noise,
temperature, colors and textures.

percino
In Mexico it's a surname.  Last name of a professor in Chemistry and Mexican scientist named Judith Percino Zacarías .

percolado
It means water-saturated, flooded, marshy.  Full of water.

percudint
percudint is incorrectly written, and should be written as "PercuDyn" as meaning:<br>The correct way to write it is
PerciDyn. It is a registered trademark of a product of Biomedical Technologies International, which consists of a
percutaneous dynamic stabilization system for Lumbar Spinal Stenosis.

percuetano
Chilean mythological bird, similar to an ostrich and three-legged.  Name given by some to the wild pear tree.  but of
small fruits.  Also mlo called peruétano.  Common and simple man. 

percutar
It means repeatedly hitting something.  It is a term used in Chile and Central America.  It's the same as percussing. 
Shake, crash, hit or drum.

perdas
Lost is not a word in the Spanish language, but Portuguese.  It means losses.

perdedor
Person who loses at a sporting event.  Defeated, vanquished.  By extension, person who does not progress or who
makes no effort to do so.  Left, lazy.

perder hacha, calabaza y miel
The correct term is " Miss Chicha, pumpkin and honey ".  It means be unable to recover anything, the loss is lost



everything.  In Colombia we say colloquially " Lose up to 34 surname; or " Stay with what you had put ".  Total disaster. 
Total loss: chicha is lost ( 41 drink; , Pumpkin ( the same quer gourd or pot where ) and honey ( cin that sweeten ).  Run
out of anything.  Become the inopia, destitute.

perder uno la cabeza
It means spiraling out of control, losing his sanity, insanity is.

perderse
In Colombia it may mean disorientated, displacing is lost, damaged, fail, deteriorate.  It can also mean escape, escape,
escape.

perdices
It is the plural of Partridge. It is a small bird of galliformes. Their eggs and meat are very commercialized. Quail.

perdicuas
perdicuas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Perdiccas' being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Perdiccas.  It is the name of a Greek Commander Eumenes against in the war against Antigonus.  Year 321 to. (c).

perdiéndome
It is a turning point to miss.  It means lost, disorientated, capsize, shipwreck, confused, wasted, corrupted, fail,
damaged.

perdigón
It is a small sphere of iron or steel used to way to save bullets.  Each of the small spheres of lead containing shotgun
cartridge.  Breeding or a Partridge pigeon.  Balin, shrapnel from a cartridge.  Minor hunting bullets.

perdiosero
A person who lives on public charity.  Needy, beggar, beggar, indigent, supplicants.

perdurable
It means it's eternal, it lasts forever.  Perpetual, permanent, eternal, enduring, infinite. 

perdure
It is an inflection of lasting. Does it last long, keep it, keep it. Survive, continue, continue, perpetuated, renewed.

perea
In Israel, ancient region located on the banks of the Jordan River.  It was east of the river, between Lake Tiberias and
the Dead Sea.  Surname of Spanish origin.  Last name of Colombian footballer (Luis Amaranto Perea) and Colombian
sports journalist (Edgar Perea). 

perecuda
Foolish, tiresome, harassing, annoying, annoying person.  That puts much perequê.



peregrina
That is pilgrimage.  Travelling far to strange and distant lands.  A person who travels to a distant home sanctuary by a
promise.  Female Pilgrim.  Traveller

peregrinación
It is a collective displacement of the faithful, usually to a sanctuary.  It is almost always organized by parishes. 
Pilgrimage, pilgrimage, journey of the faithful to some sacred place.  By collective extension to observe something novel
or strange .

peregrino
Traveler who by devotion visits a sanctuary.  Traveler walking to a sacred place.  Penitent.  Traveling or pilgrim. 
Andariego, traveler, walker.  Religious tourist. 

pereira
In Portuguese and Galician is a surname.  It means PEAR, cultivation of pears.  In Colombia is a city in the Department
of Risaralda and Capital of the same name.  It is a common surname in Portugal and Brazil, but also exists in Uruguay,
Argentina and Colombia.

pereirano
It means that he is a native of "La Perla del Otún" that is, of the city of Pereira, in the Department of Risaralda in
Colombia.  Resident in Pereira or related to Pereira . 

perejil
It is the name of a plant for medicinal and culinary uses.  Its scientific name is Petroselinum crispum.  It belongs to the
family Apiaceae.  It is also the name of an island, on the Moroccan coast that is currently in dispute between Spain and
Morocco.

perencejo
In Colombia is a derogatory way of referring to someone who is considered to be insignificant or is the last of the last. 
the last of the unknown.  The sequence that we use is Fulano, mengano, zutano and perencejo.  Perengano they say
elsewhere.  A gift no one, a poor, the parakeet of strokes.  Type, tipejo, subject, neighbor, Guy.

perenne
It means that he does not die, eternal, perpetual, enduring.  It never ceases to be or that it does not fall.  It stays or stays
in time.  Fixed, permanent. 

perenque
Perenque or perenquén are common names of a lizard class in the Family Gekkonidae.  It is also called Perenquén de
Delalande or salamander.  Its scientific name is Tarentola delalandii.  It is endemic to the Canary Islands.  

perentoria
It means imminent, inplaceable.  Which is mandatory compliance.  Urgent, pressing, inescapable. 

perentorio
Which is very close to happening.  It means it's going to happen right away, very soon.  Next, immediate, soon,



imminent, close.

pereque
In Colombia is synonymous with folly, refrain, alegadera, cansoneria, discomfort.  nuisance, annoyance, Tin, intense
criticism.

perezoso
It means slow, slow, lazy, lazy gandul, lazy, lazy, idle, apathetic, desidious, drone.  Person who acts with laziness or
laziness.  In Colombia, it is also another of the common names of a placental mammalian animal of the Order Pilosa. 
They belong to the Suborder Folívora or Phyllophaga (meaning they eat leaves), they are very slow to move and there
are species of two fingers and three fingers. 

perezosos
It means slow, slow, lazy, hooky, lazy, lazy, lazy, idle, apathetic, desidious, drones.  People who act with laziness or
laziness.  In Colombia, it is also another common name for placental mammals of the Order Pilosa.  They belong to the
Suborder Folívora or Phyllophaga (meaning they eat leaves), they are very slow to move and there are species of two
fingers (Genus Cholopus, Family Choloepodidae, with 2 species) and three fingers (Genus Bradypus; Family
Bradypodidae, with 4 species).  At present there are only those two genera and those two families.  They sleep a lot of
hours.  They are also called folivores or philosophers.  They are only found in Central and South America. 

perfeccionado
It is an inflection of perfecting.  Means improve, optimize, complement, develop, fix, debug, finish, Polish.

perfecta
It means ideal, masterful, excellent, complete, magnificent.  It is a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means complete,
ideal, excellent.  Name of a song by Julieta Vanegas and Miranda.  It is also the name of another song by Luis Fonsi
and Farruco.  Name of a Colombian model, whose full name is Nohora Perfecta Pereiro Valdés . 

perfecto
As it says the Pibe Valderrama " All well ".  That all objectives, which better cannot be achieved.  Excellence, superiority,
ideal, masterful, flawless, irreproachable, magnificent, all give.

perfidia
It means deception, betrayal, infidelity, perjury, disloyalty.  Extreme evil. 

perfilarse
It means begin to take shape, getting routed.  Head along the right or correct way.  Acquire a clear and exact look.

perforada
It means it has a hole or hole.  It presents a perforation.

performero
performero is incorrectly written, and should be written as a Performer.  being its meaning: the correct term is performer.
 It means artist, actor, performer.



perfume
It means aroma, pleasant smell.  It vaporizes or spreads a pleasant smell.  Aromarized liquid that is used to make
frictions or massages on the skin or hair.  In Colombia lotion for lady . 

perfume-colonia
They are synonymous with lotion.  Aromatic substance that expels a pleasant smell.  Cosmetic product . 

perfumes
Aromatic or odorous substances that are pleasing to our sense of smell.  They are generally flower extracts or
essences.  Lotions, balms, extracts, scent, fragrance, incense, emanation.

perfumosas
That exhale pleasant perfumes or aromas.  Perdumadas .  Plural of perfume . 

perfusión
It can be bathing or washing a tissue or organ with a liquid.  In Medicine it is also receiving high doses of medication
through a blood vessel.  Continuously and slowly introduce a medicine or blood to an organ intravenously,
subcutaneously, or rectally. 

pergamino
Res skin, cleans hair or hair, tanned and thin.  It was used to line books.  Type of thick and special paper on which
diplomas, drawings and shields are made.  Thin and shiny skin covering some dry grains, Cuticle.  It is also the name of
an Argentine city, which is located in the Province of Buenos Aires.

pergenian
pergenian is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Wield" being its meaning:<br>The correct way is to wield. It is
an inflection of plotting. It means devise, arrange and execute a work or project, or a thing, with quickness and skill.
Engineering.

pergeñan
It is an inflection of plotting. It means devise, arrange and execute a work or project, or a thing, with quickness and skill.
Engineering.

pergeñarse
It is an inflection of plotting. Means sketch, make a sketch of what is going to make. Make a sketch of something that is
intended to make or build.

pergeño
External appearance of a person, appearance .  Paint, physiognomy, mood.  Native to Perge, an ancient city of Anatolia
(Pergense is also used). 

perguetano
Mean gross, gil, idiot, fool, menso.



perhuétano
It's the same as perguétan.  It means brutality, stupidity, awkwardness, nonsense, nonsense, slob, silency, stult.  It
means thing that has no logic or reason to be.

peribucal
It means that it surrounds the mouth, the surroundings of the mouth. 

perico
In Colombia, it has several meanings.  Coffee in small well.  In other regions they say painted or mounted are also
scrambled eggs with chopped onions and tomato.  It is also a small Parrot, which we also say cascabelito.  Nickname of
Spanish cyclist, called Pedro "perico" Delgado Robledo.

pericopa
It is more suitable pericope .  It is the denomination given to each of the passages of the Holy Bible that has acquired
great notoriety and that is read on certain special occasions. 

periféricos
Peripheral plural .  It means Contours, banks, suburbs, surroundings, vicinity, suburbs.  It usually refers to lake that is
located on the outskirts or surrounding something.  Literally means outside the sphere.  By extension it refers to
surrounding neighborhoods or outside a city, considered suburbs.

perifrasis
The correct term is perphrase, always with tilde.  It means rodeo, turn, dig, circumloquium. 

perilla
Rotating element that serves to open a door.  Swivel device used to regulate fluid flow through a duct or tube.  The fluid
can be liquid or gas.  In Colombia it has as synonyms, handlebar, handle, lock, latch, controller, key.

perillán
Person who is characterized by cunning and vivacity.  Rogue, rascal, cunning. 

perimetral
It is all related to the perimeter. Perimeter is synonymous with edges, limits, border, outline, periphery, shore. In
mathematics or better yet in geometry is the sum of the sides of a polygon.

periné
In Anatomy it is the same as perineum or pelvic floor.  It is a set of soft parts found between the anus and vagina in
women and between the anus and testicles in men.  It has a rhomboid shape and is an osteofibrous tissue. 

perinés
Plural of perineum .  In Anatomy it is the name of the area between the anus and the genitals.  In Chile, Perines is a
surname of a professor and researcher at the University of La Serena and whose full name is Haylen Perines Véliz.  It
can also be one of the common names of plants that belong to the Solanaceae family, which are characterized by being
poisonous and that are of the genus Datura.  They are also known as castañitas del diablo, chumbera, astramonio,
arenjena del diablo, planta del diablo, resnero, among others. 



periódico
It means that it produces each certain cycle of time for many times, repeatedly.  Rotary, rotary, fixed, assiduous, regular,
repeated, repeated.  It also means newspaper, gazette, newspaper, press, publication.  written media that is published
every day. 

periquete
Instant, jiffy, very short period of time. 

peristaltic
It is a word in English meaning Peristaltic.  It refers to the movements of the digestive tract.

perito
You mean expert, connoisseur.  He's right-handed on a certain subject.  It is also called an evaluator, avezaso. 

períptera
Outdoor covered area of a temple or palace.  It is usually made up of columns and plates.

perjudicataria
It means that it harms, that causes damage or damage. 

perjudicatario
Harmful, harmful.  That causes harm or harm to another.  That negatively affects another. 

perjuro
It's a perjuring inflection that means swearing falsely.  Person who swears knowing he's lying, who swears falsely.  He
swears with malice. 

perkin
You mean errand boy, messenger.  Errand boy.

perla
It is a hard and bright object of spherical shape that occurs inside the leaflets of some mollusks.  They are formed by
impurities that manage to enter and are covered with concentric layers of mother-of-pearl.  It is a woman's name of
German origin and means "the one who is precious".  The name of a town in the United States belonging to the State of
Arkansas (Hot Spring County).  Name of a genus of plecoterous insects of the family Perlidae.  Name of a Mexican
telenovela.  Name of a Brazilian singer born in Paraguay whose full name is Ermelinda Pedroso Rodríguez DAlmeida. 

perlecas
I think the question is by Perlecan.  If so, is a protein which in humans is encoded by the gene HSPG2 (heparan sulfate
specific basement membrane proteoglycan core protein).  It can stimulate growth.

perlón
It is the name of a synthetic fiber similar to nylon.  It is very resistant and has good elasticity.  It is also called nylon 6. 
Perlon is also a fish which is also called drunk, grey gunard, camilla gray, Robin.  Its scientific name is Eutrigla



gurnardus and belongs to the family Triglidae.  Augmentative of Pearl, large Pearl.

permanecer mudo
You mean keep quiet, remain silent, don't utter a word, keep quiet.  Mute, silent, silence.

permanentemente
In Colombia it is synonymous of at all times, at all times.  On a permanent basis, on a continuous basis, with much
perseverance.  Persistently, continuously, perpetually, tight, hard.  Fixed, constant and habitual.

permee
permeate is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Permeé." being its meaning:<br>Inflection, conjugation
permeate ( Past simple ). It means to penetrate a body or transfer it with a liquid. Penetrate or to introduce an idea or
doctrine to others. Wet, soak, percolation.

permiso
License gives the competent authority or the State.  Mean complacency to perform some activity, authorization to take
advantage of something.  License, authorization approval.  Also they say you permit, at the time that takes existing
authorization.

pernetia
It is the name hispanicized or Spanish form Pernettya mucronata plant in the family Ericaceae.  It is synonymous with
botanical Gaultheria mucronata.  Referred to as chaura or Chilean Blueberry.  The term Pernetia (as it is written here,
and sounds) was popularized by nurseries that are usually more sophisticated ornamental plants names, most often
using the generic botanical name, with spelling errors or wrong writings (Castilianization of terms LVL US).  It is a plant
very resistant to frost.

pernicioso
That causes damage or injury.  In Colombia it means idle, lazy.  That he doesn't like to work.  Idiotic, lazy.  It also means
harmful, harmful, harmful, bad, harmful. 

pernil
Prey of some animals corresponding to the leg.  Leg.  Sleeves or openings of trousers .  Part of the pants that covers
the length of the legs. 

perniles
Plural of leg, meaning leg, leg, leg, thigh.  Thighs of an animal .  Legs, legs, legs.  Sleeves of a trouser . 

pernio
It can mean hinge, elbow, fold, gozne.  Articulated metal element that is fixed as a turning axis in a window or door. 
Hinge. 

pernoctado
It is an inflection of overnight. Then spend the night away from home, usually in a hotel and another different from the
usual home address city.



pernoctando
It is an inflection of overnight.  Then spend the night, sleep, stay, stay.  Rest.

perol
In Colombia it is a vessel used in the kitchen, pot, Pan, casserole, also we say pot or porta-comidas to a bit of several
compartments where takes the food to workers.

perola
In Colombia it is said perola in a colloquial way to the head.  It is also a type of medium-sized pot, usually made of
aluminum and with a handle. 

perolaza
WEn Colombia, is a large pan.  Augmentative of pan.  It is a container similar to a cup without handles.  Perolaza is a
variety of common fig, originally from Catalonia.

peroleta
It is a derivative of pot or pan, which are metal vessels relatively small used to cook food.

perolita
In Colombia we have the habit of using very diminutive.  Perolita is a small pan and pan is a pot or pan, a kitchen
implement.  Casserole, saucepan, saucepan, vasijita.

peroncho
A person who follows the doctrines of Peronism in Argentina. 

peronil
It is the name given in Panama to a tree that is known by other names such as : Cork, coral, cabresto, collar stick,
janeiro, nené, red bunny.  Its scientific name is Ormosia macrocalys and it is of the family Fabaceae.

peroniles
It is the plural of Peronil is the name given in Panama to a tree that is known with other names such as: Cork oak, coral,
peronil, cabresto stick necklace, janeiro, nene, colorado Bunny.  Its scientific name Ormosia is macrocalys and is of the
family Fabaceae.

peronillas
The Peronillas is a village in the municipality of Sampués, Department of Sucre in Colombia. There exists an
educational establishment. Peronillas or cookies are a traditional sweet crackers of the Spanish confectionery.

perorata
In Colombia it means long and tiring speech refrain, scolding, claim, preaching, litany, sermon.

perortico
The most indicated perórtico .  Superlative of pear or perita .  It is a term used in Malaga, Spain, to designate something
magnificent, extraordinary, sensational or too great.  spectacular. 



peros
Trees that produce 40 pears; Pyrus communis - family Rosaceae ).  Perales. In Colombia it is used as synonymous with
objection, objection, replica, criticism, checks off.

perote
Name of a Mexican city in the state of Veracruz.  It also means beautiful, attractive, pretty.  HGombre originally from
Alora in the Province of Malaga in Spain.  Aloreño. 

perón
Outside of the argentine politician's surname, the perón is one of the common names of a fruit.  It is considered a variety
of apple (or pear) that is round and consistent.  Its scientific name is Pyrus malus and belongs to the rosaceae family. 
Increasing pear or but.

perpendicular
It means that it intersects forming a right angle or 90 degrees. 

perpetua
It means eternal, which lasts a long time.  Everlasting, eternal, life,lasting, perennial, lasting, permanent, immortal.  Type
of conviction that applies to an inmate until the end of his days.  It is also a way to call an ornamental plant and its
flowers, which is also known as alwaysviva, yellow amaranth, chamomile, boja, immortal, plasterboard, humera.  Its
scientific name is Helichrysum stoechas and belongs to the family Asteraceae.

perpetuado
It is an inflection of perpetuating.  It means that it has become for life, long-lasting, perennial, Evergreen, eternal.

perplejo
In Colombia we use it as a synonym for sudden, stunned, astonished, lelo.  Stunned, stunned.  Affected by something
that happens unexpectedly and in an unexpected instant.  Surprised.

perplejos
In Colombia it means affected by something that happens unexpectedly.  Stunned, sudden, surprised, astonished, lelos,
stunned, stunned.

perra gorda
In Colombia is a colloquial way of saying a huge, tremendous binge.  Pea, jinchera, juma, raw.

perrata
In Colombia it means chiviado, adulterated, of poor quality.  False, which is not original, bad. 

perrechico
It is one of the common and popular names of a mushroom or edible mushroom.  It is also known by the names
mujardón, mushroom of St. George, uson, ison or lotardón.  They are very apeecido in Iberian gastronomy.

perrero



In Colombia is synonymous with whip, whip or fish market.  Also you can say cowhide.  Basically it is a rod, usually of
rosewood guava (hard wood) and a strip of leather.  Relating to dogs.  a person who cares for or dogs for sale.

perro
In Colombia told a womanizer, amorous type dog.

perro caniche
It is one of a breed of very small dogs, of French origin.

perro gozque
In Colombia we say enjoy a half-breed dog, without breed and usually stray.

perrota
Augmentative bitch, big bitch.  You also call dog to a big coin.  In Colombia, colloquially, old silver coin of fifty cents or
the current one of a thousand pesos.  In Argentina there is the surname Perrota or Perrotta and it is of Italian origin.

perrucha
In Colombia it means mujerzuela, prostitute, Fox, prepaid, easy woman, dog, bitch.

perrucho
Means scoundrel, malaleche, vile, despicable or annoying person.  Also dog, sabuezo, can.  It is also used to designate
a person unfaithful, disloyal or quarrelsome.  Referred to animals, bad breed, hybrid, cross.

perry
In Colombia it is a surname of a famous Economist.  Katy Perry is the stage name of Katheryn Elizabeth Hudson

persa
It means natural of Persia (Iran), relative to Persia.  Of origin in Persia. 

persas
Plural of Persian.  Belonging to the people of the Farsíes, who inhabited the east of Mesopotamia.  Person who was
originally from Persia.

perse
Perses is more suitable.  In Greek mythology it is the name of a son of Perseus and Andromeda, brother of
Gorgophone.  There is a Latin phrase ) per se ) , which means "for the same reason" or "in itself". 

persecutor
It means he's after.  It tries to reach or achieve.  That lurks or tries to be the first or the tip.  Tracker. 

perseguidor
It means he's after.  It tries to reach or achieve.  That lurks.  Persecutor. 



persephone
You can also use Persephone.  Name of one of the daughters of Zeus and Demeter, in Greek Mythology.  She was
considered the goddess of the underworld or of darkness.  Wife of Hades.  Goddess of Spring.  Name of an asteroid . 

persipnei
It was the name of an Etruscan deity.  It was also called Phersipnai or Ferspnai.  It was equivalent to Proserpina of the
Romans or Perséphones of the Greeks.  She was considered the goddess of life, darkness and darkness.  Goddess of
the underworld or goddess of death.

persistencia
Action and effect of persisting.  Ability to stubborn and be obsessed.  Stubbornness, stubbornness, insistence,
perseverance, 

persivo
persivo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Perceive" being its meaning:<br>This word is misspelled, it is
right I perceive. Means I understand, I presume, I smell, I get, I feel.

persona
Individual of the human species.  Exemplary of humanity.  Human being, character.  Human being to whom we do not
know the name.  Individual, type, subject, so-and-so, neighbor, unknown. 

persona anodina
It means it lacks value or interest.  Un valuable.  Nimio, insignificant, trivial, puerile, ballad, futile, frivolous.  It can also
mean ordinary, ordinary, vulgar. 

persona con trisomia 21
He is a person with Down syndrome.

persona en condición de discapacidad
It is the most appropriate way to refer to a person with a disability or disabled.

persona garra
In Colombia, many people say " Non-claw " or " Non-mud " to denote someone who is bad at work, which does not
cooperate, which is not good people. Sometimes to denote the discontent with the way of being or act in the other
person I gave him " Don't be so claw ". Claw in Colombia is also hard and of poor quality meat. It is also a piece of
leather or something that already has deteriorated very much. Rejuda. Very ugly.

persona indulgente
It is a very tolerant, very benevolent person. Patronizing, condescending, gracious, patient, lene, calm, compassionate,
good-natured, noble, soft.

persona pataletuda
Means making many tantrums, foolish, raging, violent.  Having tantrums continuously.  Making tantrums all the time.



persona surrona
The correct term is Zurrona.  It is the feminine of pouch.  They are terms that are used in Colombia in the coffee region. 
It means that it is impertinent, foolish, inopportune, insolent, Cheeky, daring, sarcastic.

personaindulgente
The correct term is an indulgent person.  You mean tolerant, benevolent, patient, compassionate, natured, Lene,
patronizing, compromising.

personajillo
Character of little notoriety or little importance.  Diminutive and derogatory of character.  Personajuelo .  despicable
person . 

personal
Group of people who have a similar work.  Group of employees of a company or factory.  Concerning the person .  That
belongs to a person.  Individual. 

personas inescrupulosas
People who have no scruples. Without punches, desconsideradas, unconscious, impudence, neglected and
irresponsible.

personita
It is a diminutive of person.  You can refer to an infant.  Child, girl, Babe, baby, niinita, nene, nenita.  It can also be used
in a derogatory manner to an adult, despicable person.  In the plural, "Little people" was the name of a child television
program in Colombia.

personjes
personjes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Character" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
characters. Mean celebrities figures, luminaries, Eminences, dignitaries, notables, actors, actors, stars, ladies,
interpreters, paper, role. Person recognized or notoriety.

perspectiva
It means optics, vision, way of seeing, position, criterion, point of view.  It is a way of calling the representation of an
object on a flat surface and by which its characteristics are made known.  It is also an art class and is defined as the way
of representing things as they are on the real plane and from the position of the observer or the painter.  With respect to
a position: diagonally, side-by-side. 

perspectivas
Plural of perspective .  It means optics, way of seeing, position, criterion, point of view.  It is a way of calling the
representation of an object on a flat surface and by which its characteristics are made known. 

perspicia
I think they're asking for insight.  This is the quality of detecting things that others do not warn.  Malice, acuity, sagacity.

pertenencias
It means properties.  Goods over which property is owned and exercised.  Things that belong to you. 



pertiacia
It is most suitable pertinacity.  It means persistence, persistence and stubbornness.  It is the quality of stay or insist on
something.  Tenacity, stubbornness.

pertinacer
pertinacer is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pertinaces." being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is
stubborn. It is the plural of Pertinaz. It means annoying, persistent, stubborn, insightful, stubborn, intense, strong,
vigorous, steady.

pertrechos
A set of necessary implements for war or armed conflicts. It means weapons, ammunition.  It also means equipment,
equipment, supplies.

perturba
It is an inflection of disturbing.  You want to say bother, bother, annoy, upset, alarm, disturb, alter, disturb, shake.

perturbar
It means annoying, annoying, uncomfortable, irritating, annoying.  Making someone feel bad or uncomfortable.  Alter or
annoy the speaker, baffle or deconcentrate. 

perturvadoras
It means causing disturbance.  Disturbing, alarming, threatening, sympathizers, distressing, stunning, moving, hectic,
seditious, alborotadoras, stirring.

pertusis
It is the name of a severe and highly contagious disease.  It is also called tosferine, pertussis, 100-day cough, whooping
cough, coqueluche or convulsive cough.  It is produced by the bacterium Bordetella pertussis.  It gives at any age, but in
young children who have not completed their vaccination scheme, can cause severe disabilities, meningitis and even
death.  Affects the upper airways.

peru
In language Cayambi (Ayacucho), you want to say ugly, unattractive, lacking in beauty.

peruano
It means native of Peru, a South American country, whose capital is Lima.  Concerning Peru . 

perucho
It is a familiar way to call Bob.  It is a pseudonym used by several name Peter comedians.  Also in Spain, is a Catalan
surname.

perver
It is a way of saying pervert in youth jargon.  Perverted, evil, infamous, vile, wicked, evil, ruin, vicious, corrupt, crapula,
degenerate, depraved.  It is a classification of pornography pages, therefore deserves close attention by authorities,
parents and educators.



perversión
Action or effect of the perverse.  Name given to any reprehensible action that threatens morality and healthy customs. 
Depravity, corruption, statutory rape, evil, vice, debauchery, debauchery, infamy, immorality. 

pervertido
A person who is recognized as immoral and well-marked or atypical sexual deviations.  I malign, evil, degenerate, evil,
depraved, corrupt, dissipated.

pervertirse
It means contaminated, damaged, adultery is, corrupted, lost, rioting, degenerate.

pervivencia
It means staying alive.  Stay or last alive despite adversity or time.  Survival.

pervivir
It means to endure, to stay alive for a long time.  Subsist, perpetuate, last. 

perzoso
The correct term is lazy.  It means loose, negligent, apathetic.

pes
It is a football video game series that develops and distributes a company called Konani.  It stands for Pro Evolution
Soccer.

pesadas
It is the plural of heavy.  It means solid, ornate, deep, slow, clumsy, slow, cachazuda, impertinent, boring, tedious, hard,
painful, offensive, harsh, painful, torturous.

pesadez
Feeling that you have the stomach after you have eaten too much.  It means fullness, exhaust, tiredness, impaling,
empacho, satiety.  It can also be heavy quality or earth gravity action (attraction exerted by the center of the planet).

pesado
It can mean lazy, clumsy, slow, horny.  Also solid, overloaded.  Another meaning is deep, unperturbed, quiet, unaltered
(referring to sleep).  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for annoying, annoying, latoo, impertinent, boring, tedious.
 Loaded, saturated.  Other valid meanings are fat, obese, offensive, violent.  Inflection of sorrow. 

pesadumbre
Feeling of sorrow, sadness or sorrow.  It means sadness, affliction, sorrow, sorrow, despondenment, squat.

pesario
In Medicine is a device that is placed in the vagina to correct the detachment of the matrz.  Device to correct protrusion
or prolapse . 



pesca
Economic, sport or activity fun consisting to catch fish with a proper attachment.   Turning fishing.  Mean catch, seize,
take, remove, capture.  It is the name of a Colombian municipality in the Department of Boyacá.   Miguel Angel López
Moreno, Colombian rider of the Team Astana, nicknamed "Supermán" was born in fishing (Boyaca).

pesca artesanal
It is the fishing carried out by fishermen, with nets and gills. 

pescadería
In Colombia it is the place where they sell fish (it can be either raw or prepared).  Fishing. 

pescadito
It's a diminutive of fish.  Name of a neighborhood in Santa Marta, where El Pibe Valderrama was born.

pescado
It's a fishing inflection.  It means catching, catching.  It also refers to a fish that is already dead or out of its natural
environment, which is water.  Trapped.

pescador
It is a type of panatalón used mostly by women and in which the sleeves reach a little below the knee.  Person who is
dedicated to the art of fishing or the sport of fishing.  Person who is dedicated to catching fish and other aquatic animals.
 In the oil industry he is a person specialized in the recovery of tools that have fallen to the bottom of a well.  Name of a
Colombian tropical song.  By extension person who is dedicated to benefit from the good opportunities that are
presented to him in life and in any field (love, business, travel, etc.). 

pescante
It means arm of a crane.  Support.  A piece of wood or iron that supports a wall, pole, or the inner side of a ship.  Also
called davit is the outer seat of a horse-drawn carriage, where the coachman is seated. 

pescar
Outside of the activity of catching fish (catch, catch, catch, catch), in Colombia fishing means catching, discovering,
finding, surprising, bringing into evidence to someone who does something wrong.  It is also used to mean that
something is understood, understood or correctly captured.

pescar en río revuelto
It is a part of a popular adage that says "fishing in river rebuelto : fisherman's profit".  It means making profits without
much effort, taking advantage of the useless effort of others. 

pescozon
The correct term is pescozón (with accent).  In Colombia is a blow that occurs with the knuckles of your fingers in the
head.  It also tells calvazo.  It is a very painful and dangerous.

pescozón
In Colombia is a blow that occurs with the knuckles of your fingers in the head.  It also tells calvazo.  It is a very painful
and dangerous.



pescuezo
Part of the body that unites the head with the trunk or chest.  It is most commonly used to refer to birds.  In Colombia is
synonymous with neck, neck, neck, throat and guarguero.

pescuezopollo
It is a nickname that is placed to a long, thin-necked person.  Cuellilargo, giraffe.

pesebre
Colombia in representation of the birth of Jesus.  Christmas, very traditional arrangement in Colombia which recreates
the era of the birth of Jesus in Bethlehem.  Figurines made of various materials, basically composed of Maria, Jose, El
Divino Niño, a mule and an ox.  By extension slum on the slope of a mountain and illuminated at night.  Stall, stable.

pesebrear
Livestock preactics of feeding and watering livestock.  Keep or gather cattle in the manger.  In Colombia it is the custom
at Christmas time to visit nativity scenes or attend religious rites called novenas de aguinaldos, 

pesebrera
In Colombia stall is the covered place where horses are kept overnight.  Covered Corral, stable, Manger, the cattle shed.
 Row or row of cribs.  Set of containers placed in series or row, to feed the cattle.

pesebrero
It can be a person who manufactures, sells or collects mangers ( births).  He is also the field worker who fixes the
mangers or the corrals where the horses are kept.  As in Colombia we also call them stables, who works there is also
called a cavalryman.

peseta
Official currency of Spain for 134 years.  You can still move and has an exchange rate of 166, 386 pesetas per Euro,
which is the current official currency of the European common market which is part Spain.  It can be used up to the last
day of the year 2020.

pesewa
The pesewa is a coin of low value in Ghana.  It is equivalent to a penny or cent a Cedi, which is the currency of that
country.

peshmerga
In Pahlavi 40 language; Ancient Persian or Iranian ) means those who die first, who sacrificed his life, martyrs, those of
the avant-garde. It is an army of Kurds who defend the Autonomous Region of Kurdistan in Iraq.

peso
It is the unit of several countries today, such as Colombia, Mexico, Argentina, Philippines among others.  Also the has
previously been in several countries and decided to change her name.  Weight is also a scale or balance, implement
used to weigh things.  In physics is the force with which the gravity attracts a certain body.  It is an inflection of regret,
that wants to say force that attracts the gravity something, measure the weight.  Quality or quality of heavy.

peso pesado



Highest level in the sport of boxing.  In it they compete pugilists of more than 90 kg.  Also referred to as heavyweight
category.  In Colombia and in a way colloquial maximum representative of something, someone of greater importance in
a particular field.

pesoles
Plural of pesol or better yet pésol .  It is a word in Catalan that means pea. 

pesos
In colloquial way money, coin, coins, silver, resources.  Plural of weight (currency of several countries, including
Colombia and Mexico).  It can mean influence, representativity and importance, strength, energy, heaviness, load, scale
and balance.

pespuntar
It means knitting or sewing with a strand of thread some fabric, quickly and improvisedly.

pesquisa
Consultation or research process.  It means research, inquiry, consultation, question.  Crawl, search, inquiry. 

pesquisar
It means to investigate, to find out, to search, to inquire.  Conduct an investigation. 

pestañí
In language Calo means Civil Guard.

pestilencia
Plague, epidemic.  A disease that causes great mortality, whether contagious or not.  It can also mean fetidity, stench,
tuff.  Bad smell, fetor. 

pestillo
Small metal bar that serves as a lock to a door or a window.  Pin , bolt . 

pestífera
It means it sends a very bad smell.  Pestilent, Hedionda, disgusting, stinky, Atufada, fetid, smelly, nauseous.

pestífero
It means that it issued a very bad smell.  Foul, smelly, nasty, smelly, atufado, foul, smelly, nauseating.

pesto
Pesto is a type of sauce that Italians prepare to add to the pasta.  It is usually prepared with olive oil, basil, garlic, pine
nuts and a hint of salt.  All the ingredients are macerated in a mortar.

pestoño
It means that he has irritated eyes, he has lagañas because of an infection.  Also it blinks a lot.



pesulero
I think they're asking for perulero.  If so, it is a clay pot with a narrow mouth, elongated neck and wide body.  Tinaja or
pitcher.  Pesul is the name of a Peruvian town and therefore could be pesulero su gentilicio.

pet
It's an English language word meaning pet.  In the plastics industry it is short for polyethylene terephthalate, ethylene
polyterephthalate, polyethyleneterephthalate or polyethylene terephthalate.  It is used in the manufacture of packaging
and textiles.  It is also used as an oil abbreviation. 

peta
It can be considered as a mathematical prefix.  It is used to mean one thousand billion i.e. one followed by 15 zeros ( 1 .
000"000 . 000'000 . 000 ).  It is also an inflection of petar, which can mean to please, to like, which produces pleasure, to
please, although colloquially it also means exploiting, popping, bursting. 

petabyte
In computing is the name of a storage unit.  Equivalent to one billion bytes (one followed by 15 zeros), equals 1000
raised to the fifth power.  It's the equivalent of 1. 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 . 000 bytes .  Its symbol is PB .  Equivalent to
1000 Terabytes . 

petaca
It may be a bag or carrying case to store the cut tobacco.  It is also a box or container in which will carry heavy loads on
the beast or beasts.  In Colombia it is also a small chair or box to sit.  And belt-pack or Pinball is a box of beer.

petacón
To esbago: the slice of flattened plantain are called patacón (and dented or kneading banana is called tuco in the
Chocó).  In the paisa region (Antioquia, old Caldas) Colombia, North of Tolima and Norte del Valle is told petacon a child
very fool.  restless or very fussy.  It can also be a big cube (which is a kind of seat without backrest, armchair, armchair).
 Someone who "is cast with the flasks": loose, lazy.

petales
Plural of petal .  It is a kind of calendar to monitor and record a woman's menstrual cycle.  It is used to calculate
ovulation periods.

petanca
It's another way to call the bowling or bowling game.  It can mean wooden ball, bowling, bocce, sphere, marble.  It is
also the name of the game that is practiced with wooden balls and consists of throwing them from a certain distance
trying to leave them as close as possible to one another. 

petaquiar
It is a vulgarism for petaquear.  In Colombia it means to damage, deteriorate, harm, spoil, ruin, injure, hurt, injure.  Pull,
throw . 

petaquilla
It is a diminutive of beltpack.  Box, basket, arca, trunk, cigarette case, suitcase, luggage, pouch.  It is the name of a hill
in Panama, which is in the province of Colon, Donoso district.  Name of a mining company (Petaquilla Minerals Ltd.  )
who are involved in possible corruption issues to former Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli.



petardo
Explosive, gunpowder, rocket, triquitraque, flying.  In Colombia is called firecracker to an explosive of low intensity used
in festivities or insurgency to generate panic and distribute leaflets or proselytizing stationery.  Pump or low power
explosive.  In football, player slang of few skills, suitcase, melolengo.

petate
It is a kind of carpet or rug made with sheets of woven Palm, used to sleep in very warm climates.  This word is used in
Mexico.  In Colombia we say mats or mats.

petatera
Place where sold or manufactured mats or mats.  A woman who sells mats or mats.  By extension women of ill-repute,
prostitute, wandering.  The Petatera is also the name of a square Bullring in the town of Villa de Alvarez Mexican, State
of Colima.

petatero
A person who manufactures or sells mats or mats. 

petazo
It is the name of a book by Editorial Zenú, written by Brayen Nicolás Parra Toloza (they are daily stories of anguish and
pain).  Petazo or Petazo is a type of wide-brimmed woven hat.  Petazo also means blow, fall, Totazo.  Cobrayn Nicolás
Parra Tolosa is a young Colombian writer and microsoccer player.

petequia
They are spots of red on the skin, usually caused by bleeding.  They can be caused by snakebites or insect bites.

petequias
Plural of petechiae.  It's the name of the skin spots.  Reddish spots or spots of the skin for the effects of measles.

peterete
It means petty thief, rascal, thief, thief.  It is the nickname of the companion of El Chómpiras in the comedy Los
Caquitos.  It also means comelon, which likes sweets, sweets.

petero
It is the name of a former player of Australian Rugby, his full name is Petero Civoniceva.

petete
Children encyclopedia, "Book Gordo de Petete" name.  It is the name of a cartoon character, represented by a very
intelligent little Penguin.  Was created by Manuel García Ferré.  It is a Penguin of colors red and yellow.

peticionante
A person who makes a request or request to an office or authority.  It can also be taken as a synonym for requirant. 

peticionario
A person who makes a request or request to an office or office.  It is usually done in writing and must be answered in the



same way.  Applicant. 

petimetre
Clean and decent person.  He takes care of his wardrobe or presentation and has good treatment of others.  Elegant,
groomed. 

petiñoso
In Colombia, it is the same as laganoso.  Having the bleared eyes.

petiso
It means low stature, dwarf.  That is not high, it is not longilinear.  Passarella was a pony player, but they jumped very
well.

petista
It is an anglilicism used to determine the people who like pets (derived from pet, which means pet).  You may also be a
person who likes to use PET (polyethylene terephthalate, ethylene polyterephthalate, polyethyleneterephthalate or
polyethylene terephthalate, a type of plastic used in the manufacture of packaging and fabrics). 

petizo
You can also use Petso, with s and it means the same.  In South America, you mean short stature, shorty.  It's not high,
it's not longilinear.

petlamiqui
The correct term is petlanqui or petlani.  It means watered, poured out.  In language Náhuatl means water, spilling a
liquid, spread.

peto
In Colombia is a vest of bright colors that are placed players in training.  Chest, vest, breastplate, harness.  Colombia is
also a dish of cooked corn and which is added to milk and brown sugar.  Mazamorra.  Peto is also another dish
especially Tolima of boiled rice.

petofilia
It's the exaggerated love of the culinary arts and cooking (cooking food). 

petra
Name of an ancient city that was near the Dead Sea.  Name of a very important archaeological center of Jordan.  It was
the capital of the Nabatean people and was also called Raqmu.  In Greek Petra means stone.  In Colombia Petra is an
apocope of the female name Petronila.

petrel
The name of a bird is of the family Procellariidae.  Also receives the names of paino, pampero, Shearwater or petrel.  It
is also the name of a Spanish municipality in the province of Alicante.

petremene



Small copper coin very old that was used in Trier, the oldest city of Germany.

petricor
Petrichor is the name given to the odor that occurs when rain on dry soils. Smell of damp earth. Odour generated by the
first rains. It is said that it is harmful to the respiratory tract, but always produces a feeling of joy and is welcome.

petricor
Petrichor is the name given to the odor that occurs when rain on dry soils. Smell of damp earth. Odour generated by the
first rains. It is said that it is harmful to the respiratory tract, but always produces a feeling of joy and is welcome.

petrificada
It means rigid, dumbfounded, that it could not react.  She was stunned, as still as a rock or a stone.  It means
astonished, surprised, dull, dazed, lethargous, mudorated, insensitive. 

petrina
petrina is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Petrina; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Petrina is a
very weak woman's name.  It is of Latin origin and means strong as a rock.  Variants of Petronila, Petra and Petrona.

petrina-
Petrina is a very scarce woman's name.  It is of Latin origin and means strong as rock.  Variants of Petronila, Petra and
Petrona.  Name of an asteroid 482 .  Name of the mascot of Maximilian Franz Wolf discoverer of the asteroid. 

petro
It is a surname of Italian origin.  Surname of a Colombian politician.  called Gustavo Petro .  Surname of Colombian folk
singer, called Noel Petro and nicknamed "El Burro Mocho".  Venezuelan cryptocurrency name.  It means stone or also
relating to oil.   . 

petro-
It is a Greek prefix meaning stone (also exists in latin, derived from the Greek).  Also to designate derivatives of
petroleum (which, in turn, also comes from stone, as oil means oil stone).

petrodólar
It is the colloquial name given to the foreign currency generated by the sales of crude oil.

petroglifos
First signs of symbolic writing and art of prehistoric men.  They performed on rocks wearing them or by scraping them
with other rocks.  Engravings on stone.

petromacorisano
It means native to San Pedro de Macorís, which is the name of a City and a Province in the Dominican Republic. 
Relative to San Pedro de Macorís or resident or related to that City or Province.

petron
It is the name of an oil company of Malaysia, with lot of projection.  It originated in Esso Malaysia.



petronio
Name of a writer and politician of Ancient Rome, who was also an advisor to emperor Nero.  His most recognized work
is the Satyricon.  Several authors dispute whether his full name was Publius Petronius Nigro or Gaius Petronius Arbiter. 
Male name of Latin origin and meaning the one who is firm as a rock.  Name of a Colombian musician, well known in the
Pacific Zone.  His full name was Patricio Romano Petronio Álvarez Quintero, better known as Petronio Álvarez.  He was
nicknamed "El Gardel del Puerto" or also "EL Cuco".  He was a folklorist, composer and poet.  Promoter of
Afro-Colombian traditions.  Pacific Music Festival that takes place in Cali and is called Petronio Álvarez and simply
"Petronio" or "El Petronio". 

petróleo en lutitas
Shales are a very porous detrital sedimentary rocks and raincoats, among which there may be oil or natural gas.  At
present we have developed methods for the extraction of crude oil which is in Shales and the bedrock using guar ( 41
thickener;.  Shales that are the bedrock of the crude oil and natural gas.

pets
Plural of pet.  It is an English word which means mascots.

petulante
It means conceited, believed, vain, pedantic, presumptuous.  Antonym of humble, modest. 

peul
It is the name of an African nomadic people from the western part of the black continent.  It is also known as fula, fulaní,
fulbe, pular. 

pex
In Colombia it is short for Special Export Programs,

peya
It can mean spanking, what fits in one hand.  Poultices or cataplasms is a lump or ball of more or less half a centimeter
in diameter that is crushed to apply.  It is also the amount used of the Chimú or tobacco among the llaneros jelly.

peye
peye is incorrectly written and should be written as "Peye ( own name )." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Peye.  It is the name of a locality of Urabá Chocoano in Colombia and the name of a river in the same area.  It is also
the name of a station of Control and surveillance at the Katios National Park in Colombia.  The name of King Kushita in
Egypt.  Maluco, unpleasant, grotesque and vulgar, of poor quality.

peynilla
The correct term is comb.  Diminutive of peine, small comb.  In Colombia we also say comb to a machete smaller and
thinner than normal or ordinary.

peyorativo
It means offensive, rude, disfavoring or worsening.  Insulting, offensive.  That denigrates or offends.  Abuse.

peyotativo



The correct term is pejorative, with R.  It means offensive, rude, disfavoring or worsening.  Insulting, offensive.  That
denigrates or offends.  Abuse.

peyote
It is a kind of cactus that lacks a thorn and is used in Mexico in various rituals.  It contains mescaline which is a strong
alkaloid.  It is also used in traditional medicine.  It is also called jícuri.  Its scientific name is Lophophora williamsii.  It
belongs to the Cactaceae family.  It is a succulent plant from the deserts of Mexico and the United States. 

pez gallo
It is a coastal seafish from the Southern Cone of South America, also called Pejegallo.  Its scientific name is
Callorhinchus callorynchus and belongs to the family Callorhinchidae.

pez gato
It is one of the ways to call several fish, also known as catfish, quates or catfish, comprise more than 3000 different
species.   Some of them are also called nidides or beards.  All are called siluriforms, most are nocturnal and scavenger
habits.

pez gordo
In Colombia it usually refers to a main offender.  A criminal of greater influence or authority within a gang or gang. 
Leader of the mafia. 

pez xareo
It is a fish of almost a meter, large fins and lives in tropical seas.

pezguero
Person who is engaged in the production or preparation of the fish, a class of tar.  It produces or obtains blonde fish,
resins.  The small furnace used to make the fish or tar and even the jars where the resin is placed is also called a fish or
bonfire. 

pezones
Plural of nipple .  It means breast, boob, part that protrudes from a mammary gland. 

pezota
It was a type of blanket that was used in the Middle Ages.  It is a surname of Italian origin, with greater settlement in
Bergamo.  There are variants such as Pezzot , Pezzotti , Pezoti , Pezzota , Pezzotta .  They even exist with s and ss. 

pezote
Pezote is an augmentative of fish.  Big fish.

pezón
, tip of a female's mammary gland.  Sine button, or unopened flower button.   ,

pezpita
It's the same snow hole.  It is one of the common names of a small bird that lives in swamps and wetlands.  It is also



known as pitite or laundy.  Its scientific name is Motacilla alba and belongs to the Motacidae family.  The fishside feeds
on insects and small crustaceans.

pezuña
They are changes in the nails and fingers at the feet of hoofed animals.  They can be cleaved or whole.  Helmets.  It is a
keratinous extension on the legs of certain animals.

pezuñas hendidas
It refers to the legs of the animals that have his helmet halved or divided in half, as it is the case of pigs, sheep, goats
and other animals.   It is a characteristic of Artiodactyla.

pécora
It can mean sly or cunning woman.  It also means prostitute.  Way to call a lanar cattle semovie. 

pélida
It means son of Peleus (with Thetis).  It is another way to call Achilles (Iliad Character), which was also called Achilles.

pénjamo
pénjamo is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Penjamo; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is Pénjamo.  Pénjamo is a municipality in the State of Guanajuato in Mexico.

pérdidas
Confiscation of what is owned. Damage, impairment or damage something. Escape or spill of a liquid contained in a
vessel or driven by a pipeline. Negative balance in a commercial or financial transaction.

pérez
Perez is incorrectly written and should be written as Perez.  being its meaning:<br>In Colombia is a surname of
Spanish, common origin Spain, in all Latin America to exist also in the Philippines and even in Israel.  It is the name of a
city in the province of Santa Fe in Argentina.

pérfida
It means treacherous, treacherous, unfaithful, disloyal, false, perjure.  A person who is not faithful to his principles or his
commitments.

pérgola
Set of pillars or columns that support a ceiling.  It means balcony, terrace, gazebo, gazebo, Gallery, support, frame.

périgueux
It is the name of a municipality and a city in France, in the Dordogne department in the Region of the new Aquitaine.

pértiga
It is the same as garrocha.  It is a long stick that is used to boost athletes who practice jumping with garrocha. 



pésame
It is an expression of condolences that is expressed to a relative, mourner or relative, on the occasion of the death of a
loved one.  Condolence, grief, grief, grief, compassion, lamentation, lament.  Manifestation of accompaniment in the
mourning for a loss.  

pésol
is a word in Catalan meaning pea.  This talabra comes from Latin. 

phawana
In quechua language means that it flies, flying.

phd
PhD is incorrectly written, and should be written as Phd.  being its meaning: to say Philosophical doctor (to also
Philosophie doctor).  PhD.  Academic grading in original research.

phillie
It is a way in English to indicate that is is a native of Philadelphia.  Philadelphia Phillies fan.

phishi
phishi is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pishi" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a cute kitten, but
very small. It is a word in modern Persian which means kitten, farsi. Kitty, gático, pussycat, michincito.

phocaea
It is equal to Phocaea.  It means seal, the marine animal.  It is the name of an ancient Greek city in Anatolia, very
important port on the Mediterranean.  It was also called Phokaia.  It is currently the territory of Turkey and corresponds
to the city of Foça or Eskifoça in the Gulf of Smyrna.  It is also the name of an asteroid.   . 

phocoenida
The correct term is Phocoenidae .  In Zoology it is the technical term that refers to a group of odontocete cetaceans
known as porpoises (Latin for sea pig).  They are also known as sea vaquitas or piglets.  They are the smallest
cetaceans that exist.

photocall
It is an English term for a video call or photo called .  Name of a website that can be used on mobile or cell phone. 

phthia
In Greek mythology it was the name of a daughter of Niobe.  Apollo's Lover.  Fthia or Ftia can also be used.  It is the
name of an ancient region of Greece, in South Thessaly, in the southern part of Magnesia and on both sides of Mount
Otris.  Hellas .  Homeland of the Myrmidons.  It is also the name of an asteroid (189). 

phycan
It is the apocope of Physics of Cancer.  It is the name of a team of scientists from the Zernike Institute that conducts
studies on the mechanics of cancer cells.



phyllis
The correct term is Phyllis.  It is the name of a female mythological character of the ancient Greece, daughter of the King
of Tracia Shiton.  It was stories about his father.

physalis
It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Solanaceae, to which belongs among other plants the uchuva. 

phytolacca dioica
Phytolacca dioica is the scientific name for a giant grass ( many mistakenly believe that it is a shrub or a tree ).  It is
native to Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil.  They will say Bellasombra or Ombú.   It is the family
Phytolaccaceae.  The complement of the scientific name, dioica means that it is a hermaphroditic plant.

piaba
Piring inflection .  Desire or insistence for something, yearning, desiring, claiming, calling insistently. 

piaf piaf
It is the onomatopoeia of the sound of a banana to the ground.

pialados
It means moored, maneados ( if they relate to animals ). Tied up ( 41 people. Used in several countries of America.

piamontés
Originally from the Piedmont region of Italy.  Related to Piedmont.  Follower or fanatic of Piedmont .  It is also a
Romance language spoken in northern Italy, by approximately three million inhabitants.  It is also called piemontese,
pedemontano.  Name of a class of cattle, originating in the Piedemonte region of Italy.

pianda
Pianda is an Indian surname from the South of Colombia in the departments of Cauca and Nariño.

pianola
It is a type of musical instrument, which resembles a piano.  It has added pneumatic and mechanical elements that allow
you to play music by introducing a roll of perforated paper in a special way.  In Colombia in a colloquial way, it is also
dentures, dentures or box of teeth.  Incomplete denture.

piapoco
In Colombia they are also called Jiví or Jiw.  It's the name of an Amazon ecnia.  They are also called Guayaberos,
Mitúas or Bisaniguas.  Colombian indigenous people. 

piapocos
Plural of Piapoco .  is the name of a Colombian indigenous village, distributed throughout the Departments of Guaviare,
Meta, Casanare and Vichada. 

piara
Group of pigs or of zainos that roam in packs.  Marranada, marranera, lechonerio, set of marranos.



piaractus mesopotamicus cachamas
It is the scientific name of a variety of tambaqui red (or white).  It is also known as piggy's River, white pacú, pirapitinga
or flat fish.  It is native to the Amazon basin.  It belongs to the family Characidae and has given excellent results in
breeding ponds.

piaristas
It is as they are known in German-Slavic and Anglo-Saxon countries to the religious Scolapios, belonging to the Order of
the Poor Regular Clerics of the Mother of God of the Pious Schools (Ordo Clericorum Regularium pauper matrium
Matrium Dei Scholarum Piarum , Sch .  Q.  , or S .  Q.  )  .  In several Latin American countries we also know them as
Calasancios.

piastrina
It is not the Spanish language but the Italian word.  Means label, plate, identification, badge.

pib
In economics is the abbreviation of gross domestic product.  It is a macroeconomic term indicating the monetary value of
the production of goods and services of final demand of a country (or region) during a given period.

piba
More pebeta is used.  Term of the gauchos to say girl, girl.

pibá
It is one of the common names of a kind of palm tree and its fruits.  Its scientific name is Bactris gasipaes.  belongs to
the arecaceae family.  It is also known as pijuayo, pixbae, chontaduro, cachipay, pifá, pibá, chima, pejibaye, pupuña,
pipire or tembe.  Other common names are : manaco , chota , pijibay , pivijay .  

pibe
In Argentina means child, young, boy, boy.  In Colombia nickname of one of the best players that has taken the country. 
The feminine is pebeta.

pibonexica
It is the name of a play (comedy) starring Susi Caramelo.  The term coined by herself can mean vain, smug, that she
thinks she is the most beautiful or the prettiest (without really being).  It is thought to be very cute or attractive (the word
pibón is of Catalan origin and means attractive). 

pica
It is the feminine of pico.  Tool used to work on rock or hard floors.  Zapapica, zalpapica, piocha, espiocha.

picacho
It is a derivative of pico.  Derogatory term to refer to a peak.  Peak or Summit very pronounced almost always devoid of
vegetation.  Spike or Rocky Summit.

picachos
The correct term is peaks ( it is a proper name ).  It is the name of a Natural National Park of Colombia.  The name of a
mountainous area in the center of Colombia.



picada
In Colombia is a typical dish that has all kinds of fried foods.

picadiscos
It is an electrical device designed to make reproductions of recordings on acetates or disks.  They have a needle that
moves through the grooves of the disc and allows you to play the sound.  In Colombia is also called record players,
turntables.

picadito
In Colombia it is a football match between friends and in a paddock.  We also call it a pick-up.  It usually ends with a
couple of beers.  It is also a special additive for broths or soups, which is prepared with onion and coriander (and
sometimes garlic) finely chopped.  It can also be diminutive of chopping.

picado
That has been affected by a sting.  Inflection of chopping, which means to puncture, chop, cut into pieces.  In Colombia
it is also an informal football match that is played in a paddock.  In Colombia it is also used as a synonym for braggart. 
Fantoche, smug, vain, braggart, believed, presumptuous, ostentatious.  

picador de fibra
It is the same as fiberglass chopper. Mincer. It is a cooking utensil, electric, which is used for chopping ingredients such
as fruits, vegetables, meats, etc. Kitchen Assistant.

picaflor
Colombia is one of the common names we have the chupaflor, Hummingbird, tominejo, buzzers, three, hermits,
hummingbirds, quinchas or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar from the
flowers.  You can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds.  Hummingbird is
also the taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from America.  It also
means amorous.  Name of a romantic song from the tolimense singer Raúl Santi.

picaflores
Plural of picaflor .  It is another way to call the suckers, tominejos, quinchas, fly birds or hummingbirds.  They are very
small birds, long bill, that feed on the nectar of the flowers.  They belong to the Trochilidae family.

picana
Sting or long rod endowed with a tip or stinger.  It is itilized to asusar the animals, especially the bulls or the oxen.  In
some cases it can also make small electric shocks.  A similar but very short element is used for torture. 

picante
In Colombia, person intense, biting, satirical, sharp, sarcastic, mischievous, malicious, daring, obscene, Merry, comic.  It
produces itching, hives or itching.  Pique, pungent, acid, sour pickled, spiced, seasoned pepper, chile pepper.

picaña
Name of a municipality in Spain in Valencia.  Name of a cut of beef, very popular in Brazil (Picanha).  He is also
sometimes called sirloin.  It is part of the femoral biceps. 



picapalitos
In Colombia it is one of the common names given to a small bird in the family Picidae and the genus Picumnus, which is
also known as carpenter, small woodpeckers or telegraphist.  Its scientific name is Picumnus granadensis .  In the South
American Southern Cone there is a similar species and its N.  C.  it's Picumnus cirratus.   Some synonyms, words, or
similar expressions may be carpenter, minor woodpeckers, or telegraphist

picaporte
It is a lever that serves to open or close doors or windows.  It is usually a metal and elongated handle. 

picara
It's a inflection to sting.  It means cutting into small pieces.  Split, crumble.  It can also mean punching, punching,
pricking, stinging, fusing. 

picardía
Action and effect of what the rogue does.  Mischief, pilatuna, gracejo, malice, cunning, sagacity, intelligence, little girl,
joke, babysitting.  In Colombia rogue also means thief, so also rascality is the work of the thief, that is, theft, theft.  In
Geography, it is the name of a Region of northern France, near the River Somme and the Bay of the same name. 
Upper France.

picaros
Who makes cheatings.  The correct term is rogues, with tilde.  Plural of rogue.  In Colombia means thieves, thieves.  It
also means scoundrels, wicked, brivonzuelo, malicious, rogue.

picazón
Annoying sensation in the skin produced by hives.  Desires to scratch.  Piquiña , itching , hives , scratches , itching ,
pruritus , stinging .  It can also mean cravings, desires, desires, longings, commitment, eagerness. 

picea
It is the name of a genus of upper plants belonging to the family Pinaceae.  It is also considered a common name for a
large number of coniferous tree species, endemic to many parts of the world. 

pich
In Mexico it is the name of a tree, also known as huanacastle.  In Colombia we call it orejero, ear pinion or kidney ear. 
Its scientific name is Enterolobium cyclocarpum and it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  In Costa Rica, Honduras,
Nicaragua they call it guanacaste.  In Guatemala and El Salvador it is called conacaste.  In Panama it is called conotú. 
In Venezuela they call it carocaro or caracaro.  It is the national tree of Costa Rica. 

picha
In Colombia means lagana.  Legaña.  It is also a colloquial way of call beer.  In several countries it means penis, virile
member.  In Colombia and vulgar way, is turning pichar, having sex.

picha española nunca mea sola
Vulgar Spanish expression that is equivalent to a very Colombian "Colombian does not urinate alone".  The reality is that
the noise that is generated induces to copy the action. 



pichache
It means that it generated boredom, that discourage, that has no value or significance, that do not like.  It is a term used
in Venezuela.  That does not comply with expectations.

pichaí
It is a term in Guarani language meaning wrinkled, rough skin, wrinkled.  It is also the name of a tree in Paraguay and
the Chaco Region.  It is the same tree called urunde, urunday, crawling, gibatao, Gonzalo-Alves, aderno and aroeidao. 
Its cynific name is Astronium balansae and belongs to the family Anacardiaceae.   It is found from Central America to
Argentina.  It is made of fine and shiny wood.  Last name of Google CEO, whose name is Pichai Sundarajan, better
known as Sundar Pichaí.  

pichal
In Colombia, especially in the center of the country, it means swamp, mud, swampy terrain.  Pantanero, barrial . 

pichal fangal
In Colombia they are two synonyms of swamp, watery terrain.  Pantanero, barrial.  We also say cunchal, cenegal,
barrizal. 

pichancha
It means grid, water filter.  In a colloquial sewer.  It is also the name of a pickle in Chile that has onion, broccoli, ham and
cheese.  You can also call a foamer or a clay pot with perforations or hollows in Mexico.   .

piche
It is one of the most popular common names, which possesses in Argentina, a placental mammal of the Order
Cingulata.  It is also named in Colombia, Chile, Brazil and Paraguay.  It belongs to the family Dasypodidae.  They
receive other common names such as armadillo, quirquincho, mulita, tatú, peludo, cachicamo, jerrejerre, gurre, cueche,
carachupa.  It has an armor of plates. 

pichear
In Colombia, United States and Caribbean countries means release, related to the game of baseball.  Throw the ball to
hitters.  Function or work the pitcher (launcher), also referred to serpentinear.

picheo
Pitching is also valid.  Activity executed by the pitcher or pitcher.  In the sports of baseball and softball, it is the activity of
the pitcher, pitching to hitters. 

picheriando
In Colombia the beer also said le pola, cheve or picha.  Picheriando is then to be embriagandose with pichas, with
beers.  Picheria is the store where they sell beer.  Getting drunk.  Visit a picheria.

pichero
In Colombia the words pichero and pichal mean swamp, mud, watery terrain.  Pantanero, barrial, barrizal.  It is also
used, especially in Bogota, to designate a very dirty and messy place. 

pichi o pichita



In southern Mexico it means baby, newborn child, neonate.  It is also used as a term very affectionate between relatives
or very close people. 

pichicatear
In the South American Southern Cone the term is used to say that it changed, I adulterer, it potentiated illegally for profit.
 Used in equestrian slang to denote traps in horse races, usually using banned chemicals.  It is similar to doping, drugs.

pichicatero
Colombia wants to tell measured, had, stingy, miserly, apprehension, ruin, miserable, roñoso, sordid.

pichichango
It may refer to a piglet that is the smallest of the litter.  In Colombia we say sute .  Youngest son, cuba.  In Chile it is a
way of calling amateur or amateur football, but even more so informal football among friends.  Recocha , picadito .  It is
also a way of calling in Chile a picadillo of sausages and jerky.  it is most commonly used in feminine (pichichanga). 

pichiche
It is a kind of duck, also known as pisingo.  piscingo .  guichichi , suirirí , suirirí piquirrojo , pijije , piche , gúirirí , g'ire .  
Its scientific name is Dendrocygna autumnalis and belongs to the family Anatidae.

pichicho
Pichicho is a word of mapuche origin meaning small, little, small quantity.   In Colombia we say puchito, little, tris, hint.  It
also means puppy and indecisive person and that doubt much.

pichigüili
It is any type of object that medical or pharmacological laboratories give to doctors to remember their products, as
propaganda.  They can be leveros, pens, buttons, stickers, tweezers, headphones, etc. 

pichirilo
In Colombia it is a loving and familiar way of referring to the family car or car.  Car, car, car, puppy.

pichiró
It means acidic taste, burning sensation or astringency in the throat.  Agrura, acidity, sourness. 

pichirri en venezuela
Pichirre or pichirri, in Venezuela means miserly, miserable, had, apprehension, greedy.

pichiruchi
It is a word used in Peru and parts of Chile and Argentina.  This word has origins Quechua. It is a derogatory qualifying
adjective and mean insignificant, low value, short, small or even dwarf, when you want to offend the person.  They also
say Puchiruche.

pichito
It means baby, infant, toddler. 



picho
In Colombia it means rotten, damaged, Putrid, rotten, decomposed.

pichocho
In Mexico pichocho or pichochó, is the name of a bird, also known as frentiblanco seedbed or olive corbatita.  Its
scientific name is Sporophila frontalis and belongs to the Family Thraupidae.

pichol
It is the name of a Mexican town in the municipality of Choix, in the state of Sinaloa.  Pichol or picholo, in Mexico is
another way to call the grape wild, wild vine, mountain uvo, cimarron grape, tecamate or brincadora.  Its scientific name
is Vitis tilifolia and belongs to the family Vitaceae.

pichola
Pichola is incorrectly written and should be written as Pochola being its meaning: I think the question is by pochola, is a
very colloquial way of Colombian refer to beer.   It also said pola or chevé.

pichona
Female breeding of a bird (to say rather than spotted).  Female pigeon.  Girl, girl.  Colloquially also it means love, dear. 
Catch pichona or take squab is to catch someone in something improper, red-handed.

pichones
Plural of pigeon, which means poultry breeding.  Birds that still cannot fly.  Birds lacking feathers . 

pichón
It can mean young, breeding, novice.  Name given to the breeding of the pigeon or any bird.  It is also a surname of
Spanish origin. 

pichu pichu
Pichu Pichu is the name of a volcano located in southern Peru near Arequipa. The Pichu word in quechua means old,
old, very old. It is also a leg, the tibia bone.

pichucha
Piyuya is also used.  In Guarani it means woman.  In Colombia in street language it means thug, malandro, malandrín,
evildoer. 

pichula
It is a vulgar way of referring to the male sexual organ of many animals, especially erection.  Penis, cock. 

pichurria
In Colombia it means unpleasant, despicable.  Useless and annoying person, annoying, disgusting.  That generates
displeasure or contempt.  Disgusting.

pichurro
It is a very Colombian slang term which means that it won't fill expectations which had the object or person that is



spoken.   " It is very pichurro " or " I came out I very chimbo " they are synonymous, they want to demonstrate that what
we talk about is very bland, which is of poor quality or lower quality of which was intended. Almost is being manifest that
we have suffered a disappointment or a hoax.

pichusa
It is a term used in Mexico to designate a black cat, with long fur and very bright yellow (golden) large eyes, similar to
those of an owl.  Black cat with sloping eyes. 

pichúo
Among young Ticos, it means phenomenal, great, extraordinary, magnificent, stupendous, excellent. 

picis
The correct term is Pisces or Pisces, which is the name of the twelfth sign of the zodiac.  It means fish.  With Cancer
and Scorpio, they make up the water element group.  Symbolizes dissolution or discrepancy ( duality).  It is ruled by
Neptune and Jupiter.

picka
In astronomy it is the name of an asteroid 803.  It means dedicated to Pick, in honor of Pick, as it was named in honor of
the Czech physician Friedrich Pick.  It was initially designated A915 FL or 1915 WS by astronomers.  It was discovered
in 1915 by Johan Palisa. 

pickeringia
In botany it is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the legume family, Fabaceae.  It means dedicated to Pickering,
who is the pearl of two American astronomer brothers, named Edward Charles and William Henry Pickering.   Pickering
is also the name of a city in Ontario in Canada for this very reason.  Name of an asteroid (784), which was formerly
named 1914 UM by astronomers. 

pickup
Pronounce picó, picop or picap.  It is a type of truck with a small plate which is used to transport goods.  It is also a vinyl
or Jukebox discs player.  Music blaring in the street.

picle
In Mexico it is a kind of salad that contains potatoes, carrots, peas, jalapeno peppers, onion, garlic, mustard and parsley.
 They are prepared and baked.  Vegetable salad.

pico
Opening trenches in Rocky or stony land, Pickaxe, piocha tool with pointed, special end.  Shape of mouth specializing in
birds.  In Colombia it means maximum, Summit, Summit, Crest, mount, top, tip pointed end.  talkativeness, labium. 
Mouth.

pico de gallo
In Colombia it is a very common salad that is made with tomatoes, onions, salt, lemon and coriander essentially. 
Tomato and onion are cut into squares.  In the Southern Cone of South America is the name of a toxic plant in the family
Ephedraceae.  Contains alcaloids such as ephedrine and pseudoephedrine.  In Argentina, Bolivia and Paraguay, it is
also known as parrot beak, tramontana or quirquincho fruit.


